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leD lighting should be an easy sell for you, whether you are 
suggesting it to a customer for the first time or have spotted old 
and tired-looking first generation floodlights on their wall. We’re 

still in the honeymoon period after a glorious summer, when we 
believe that it might … just might … be just as good next year and 
we’ll all be spending lots of time outside again. no-one wants to do 
that in the glare of old-school prison-camp style floodlights.

Of course, justifying the expense of replacing anything involves 
offering customers some extra benefits – be it better functionality, 
better reliability, better looks, or all of these. Make sure you are ready 
to give them an on-the-spot offer the cannot refuse by doing your 
market research and having you own list of favourites to choose from. 
Bookmark them on your phone or tablet so you can show customers 
what you are thinking of as soon as you see an opportunity to add leD 
upgrade to a job. then you can tell them exactly what you propose to 
use and how it will be better for them and seal the deal.

helping professional installers to do just that is why timeguard 
created its leD Pro range. On the face of it a simple concept, it’s one 
that required a big investment in design and engineering to deliver. 
What it does is to provide installers with a choice of floodlights and 
switches to mix-and-match in the combination that fits a specific job. 
leD Pro initially launched with a choice of Pir and photocell switches 
and 10W, 20W, 30W and 50W wide beam leD floodlights in black 
or white. Feedback from wholesalers told us that installers were 
looking for more powerful floodlights so, this autumn we are 
adding 70W and 100W equivalents. all the floodlights can be used 
with a common to all leDPrO Pir or photocell unit or, to, to save 
money in bigger installations, as slaves.

Less time up the ladder…
Up a ladder installing outdoor lighting is probably not you favourite 
place to be, and the quicker the job’s done the better. hence our 
focus on genuine ease of installation. Fix the bracket to the wall, 
then carry up the floodlight, slot into the bracket (no need to fiddle 
around removing the fixing screws) connect using our big-terminal 

blocks, loop out to slave lights 
using the spare terminal 
provided if wanted or simply 
plug in the cable from the Pir 
or photocell.

rF remote
override option
adding a rF wireless remote options 
to a range has become 
essential; but add it too 
quickly and you risk getting a 
poor an unreliable result. So, 
it was only this year that we 
approved out our leDPro rF 
for release, having taken time 
to learn from the market’s 
early mistakes to get the 
design and the app right. rF 
functionality is built into the 
Pir switch, so you still get the full range of floodlights to choose from. 
You fit them, we’ll keep them at the quality and reliability forefront.

Integrating with indoor lighting
an ingenuous way of integrating the outdoor lighting into the 
home’s general indoor lighting comes as an extra benefit of 
timeguard’s rF option. a remote control fob can be wired into a 
standard wall switch plate, fitting neatly into a standard back box. 
Flicking the switch simply activates wirelessly the outdoor light.

Keeping it simple…
It’s not quite cold enough for the consumer rush to upgrade heating systems and controls, 

but it’s not too late to continue to capitalise on the glow of summer

timeguard LeD Pro range offers 
a choice of PIr or LeD switching 
and this year there are even 
more powerful floodlight sin 
the range, which now goes from 
10W to 100W

Big terminals and 
floodlights that 
simply slot on. 
Look for timeguard 
LeD Pro
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